Measuring Guide
IT'S EASY!
Measuring for your cabinets is as easy as 1, 2, 3! Please call us if you have any questions along the way.
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"U" Shaped
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Step 2: Measure & Mark

SAMPLE LAYOUT

Once you have your walls drawn & all openings/windows marked its
time to measure. Use letters as labels for each aspect and write the
measurements over to the side. Be sure you measure the entire
wall, not just where you estimate the cabinets will stop. This will
help us know if there is any "wiggle room" if we need an extra inch
or two for your design. Measure from outside edge to outside edge
and fill in the key as you go. If you're uncomfortable with precise
measurements feel free to round to the nearest inch. Remember
this is just to get started, your designer will schedule a final
measurement after you sign your contract to confirm details.
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Step 3: Take Pictures
If you're able, take photos to send or bring to the designer. That
will help answer any questions that might arise during design.
985-542-2212 (Hammond location)
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Sketch out the shape of your room. Use a ruler and pencil to help
guide you along the way. Focus mainly on walls you feel will have
cabinets on them & be sure to include windows, doors, and
appliance locations. If there are any obstacles that affect where
your cabinets can be installed make a note. *See sample room
shapes and sample room drawing to the right.
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Examples of room shapes:

Step 1: Your Room Shape

985-893-1701 (Abita Springs location)
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KEY
A = 100"
B = 36"
C = 36"
D = 51"
E = 100"
F = 28"
G= 42"

